Choose the correct answer:  (Four Marks)
(half a mark each)

1- a  since
2- b  mustn’t
3- c  more
4- a  I came from
5- d  is preparing
6- d  would be
7- c  some
8- b  can’t
Write the form that you would say in Only Four (4) of the following Situations: (Four marks)

(one mark each)

9- How much is it?

10- Never mind.

11- well done

12- Good night

13- Welcome

14- Excuse me, How can I go to the shops?

(Any reasonable answer is accepted)
Choose the Correct word(s):

15- ☐ important
16- ☐ time
17- ☐ spend
18- ☐ TV

(Two marks)

(half a mark each)
19- Supply the missing letters in the underlined words in the following Sentences:  
(Two marks)
(half a mark each)
- I go to school by car.
- My mother works in a hospital.

Read the following passage then answer the questions:
(Six Marks)
(one mark each)
20- a everywhere
21- b 1969
22- c a lot of
23- To give comfort to the customers
24- In a supermarket, goods are placed on open shelves. The customers choose what they want and take them to the cashier.
25- Michael Collen
26- Punctuate only one (1) of the following sentences:

(Two marks)

(half a mark each)

- When will you travel, Ali?

- She doesn’t study English every day.
27- Read the following and fill in the form below:

(Six marks)
(on mark each)

City: Luxor
Location: South of Egypt
Best time to visit: Winter
Famous for: Karnak and the valley of the kings.
Weather in Summer: Very hot
People: Friendly
28- Supply the missing parts in the Following dialogue:

(Four marks)

(one mark each)

Ali: I am going to the club.

Ali: To watch a match.

Hany: Which teams are playing?

Hany: Can I come with you?

(Any reasonable and related answer is accepted)
29- Write a paragraph of Five (5) sentences on only one (1) of the following:

- Two marks for cohesion
- One mark for each of the following:
  Grammar / spelling / punctuation

(Any repeated language mistake is counted as one mistake).

From 1 to 2 language mistakes the full mark is given.
30- Write a letter on only one (1) of the following:

(Five marks)

- One mark for each of the following:
  (Cohesion / spelling / Grammar / layout / starting and finishing)
  (Any repeated language mistake is counted as one mistake).

From 1 to 2 language mistakes the fullmark is given.